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Theory and computation of electron correlation in the continuous spectrum:
Double photoionization cross section of H2 and He near and far from threshold

Cleanthes A. Nicolaides,* Costas Haritos, and Theodoros Mercouris
Theoretical and Physical Chemistry Institute, National Hellenic Research Foundation, 48, Vasileos Constantinou Avenue,

116 35 Athens, Greece
~Received 4 December 1996!

We present a theoretical approach to theab initio calculation of single or multiphoton double electron
ionization cross sections,s11(E), of polyelectronic atoms, near~Wannier region! and far from threshold. The
overall computational method is variational, uses functions of real as well as of complex coordinates, and
follows the many-electron, many-photon theory proposed by Mercouris and Nicolaides@J. Phys. B21, L285
~1988!; 23, 2037~1990!#. It incorporates the electronic structure and the pair correlations in the continuum via
configuration-interaction techniques.s11(E) is obtained as the imaginary part of a complex eigenvalue that is
computed by diagonalizing a state-specific non-Hermitian matrix constructed from separately optimized func-
tion spacesQ andP representing the field-induced resonance state.Q contains correlated wave functions of
bound or quasibound states expanded over numerical and analytic orbitals of real coordinates.P is composed,
in principle, of subspacesP1 andP2, representing the one- and the two-electron channels, respectively, which
are optimized separately and then are allowed to mix via the construction of the total non-Hermitian matrix.
Both are spanned by basis sets of real coordinates for the ionized core and of complex coordinates for the
outgoing part of the one- and the two-electron resonance state. The two-electron square integrable ‘‘con-
tinuum’’ function space is made orthogonal to the available single electron channels in order fors11(E) not
to include portions of the single electron ionization cross sections1(E). Application is made to the single
photons11(E) of the prototypical systems H2 and He, but without the mixing ofP2 andP1, due to numerical
instabilities. The two-electron ionization channels were composed of Slater-type orbitals, symmetry-coupled
according to (sp), (pd), and (d f ). Higher symmetries would also be needed at higher energies, with corre-
sponding increase of angular correlation terms in the initial-state wave function. The continuous energy ranged
from E50 to E5250 eV. In the threshold regionE50–2 eV, the length and velocity results are in good
agreement with experiment for H2 and in reasonable agreement with experiment for He. Far from threshold,
there is discrepancy between length and velocity forms in this as well as in previous works by other methods.
Apart from whatever inadequacies of the basis functions, this is possibly due to the exclusion of mixing of the
single electron open channels into the correlated wave function of the two free electrons. By comparing the
results from the use of correlated wave functions with those obtained when the calculation of the transition
matrix element is done with wave functions of real coordinates, where the initial state is correlated but the final
one is only a product of Coulomb wave functions, the effect of correlation of the two free electrons is deduced
for the case of He, without considering the mixing of one- and two-electron channels. Finally, a by-product of
the present development was the calculation of the Hes1(E) to then51 single ionization threshold. Com-
parison with previous accurate experimental results reveals very good agreement.@S1050-2947~97!05904-0#

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Fb, 32.90.1a
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I. INTRODUCTION

When atoms or molecules withN electrons~N>2! are
probed by energetic photons or electrons and other part
or by intense laser light~multiphoton absorption!, there is
finite probability of producing final states with two or mo
free electrons. Such processes give rise to significant
challenging theoretical problems as regards theab initio cal-
culation of the related transition rates, especially for the n
threshold region.

In this paper, we present a theory and method of calc
tion of thecross section of double photoionization, s11(E),
of ground or excitedN-electron states by one or more ph

*Also at Physics Department, National Technical University, A
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tons. The application demonstrating the approach is to
one-photon ionization of the H2 and He1S ground states tha
constitute the prototypical cases~especially He! for the ap-
plication of a number of theoretical approaches and for
perimental measurement. The continuous energy spec
that was studied ranges from threshold~E50! ~relevant to
the so-calledWannier problem—see Sec. IV! to 250 eV.
Although this application of the method has as object the1S
ground state of two-electron atoms, the structure of
theory is such that it allows the computation ofs11(E) for
arbitrary atomic states. This is because both the zeroth-o
functions as well as electron correlation in the discrete a
the continuous spectrum are represented by expansions
symmetry-adapted configurations with optimized numeri
or analytic orbitals. For example, such a theory is capable
dealing reliably with the excited states as well. If excit
states are metastable, they can be used as initial states
-
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55 2831THEORY AND COMPUTATION OF ELECTRON . . .
they can act as intermediate states during multiphoton
cesses and serve as the last step before multielectron
tion.@1#

When examining the problem of computing the on
photons11(E), two major factors that must be dealt wit
and understood quantitatively emerge. First, is the issu
being able to compute systematically to all orders~at least in
principle! and not just within an approximate model, th
energy-dependent interaction of the two free electrons in
field of the remaining ionic state. To be complete, such
calculation must also incorporate the effect of mixing
single electron continua or of autoionizing states belong
to other thresholds into the wave function of the final st
with two free electrons. Second is the issue of being able
recognize and compute the important for the process, e
tronic structure and electron correlation effects.

A number of theoretical approaches to the calculation
s11(E) have been published, especially for the He 1s2 1S
state where both the initial and the final state can be s
jected to special methods~e.g., use ofr 12-dependent terms!
@2–16#. For atomic states with many electrons, thus far o
the works based on the methods of diagrammatic many-b
perturbation theory have provided results where a portion
the interactions was accounted for~@5# and references
therein!. „See also Ref.@17# for an approximate wave func
tion calculation ofs11(E) to only one channel for the ope
shell He2 1s2s2p 4Po, showing that two-electron ionizatio
transitions are described semi-quantitatively even when
Hartree-Fock~HF! functions are employed, i.e., without th
inclusion of electron correlation.…

A general observation that can be made based on the
sults of@2–17# is that, even for the He1S case, the sensitivity
of the calculation ofs11(E) is such that the length an
velocity forms of the dipole transition operator produ
rather different results. For example, Kornberg and Mirag
@13#, who employedr 12-dependent wave functions for initia
and final states, state in their paper that ‘‘For all energies,
the results exhibit a large discrepancy between the len
and velocity forms.’’ The literature @2–24# also reveals the
existence of an important open problem, i.e., that of dev
oping and applying a quantum-mechanical method for
accurate calculation ofs11(E) in the near threshold regio
~say E50–2 eV!, whereby electronic structure as well a
electron correlation in initial and final states are accoun
for ~see Sec. IV!.

II. PRESENT THEORY

A. State-specific electronic structure, nonorthonormality,
and electron correlation

The overall method implementing the present theory
variational, and is based on the use of appropriately cho
square-integrable function spaces composed of one-elec
functions of real and complex coordinates. Before we sh
how this is done, we consider the first step, that of und
standinga priori the most important configurations that mu
be included in the calculation ofs11(E). Once these have
been chosen, it is expected that the bulk of the contributi
to s11(E) can be accounted for. The remaining parts c
then be added systematically by augmenting the relevan
pansions according to the desired computational effort.
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The guidelines for carrying out this sort of analysis follo
from the first-order theory of oscillator strengths~FOTOS!
@25,26#, which allows the recognition and calculation to a
orders~variationally! of the major features of the interpla
between electronic structure and photoexcitation dynami

In the following heuristic arguments, we assume that
bound and the two-electron scattering wave functions
available. Consider the amplitude of one-photon, tw
electron photoionization,̂C i uDW uC f(E)&, whereDW is the di-
pole operator.Ci is the exact wave function for the initia
bound state.C f(E) is the exact wave function for the fina
scattering state of energyE. For anN-electron state it can be
written as

C f~E!5A@Fcore~N22! ^ C~r 1 ,r 2 ;E!#, ~1!

whereFcore~N22! is the wave function of the ionized boun
state andC(r 1 ,r 2 ;E) is the two-electron scattering functio
coupled toFcore~N22!. A is theN-electron antisymmetrizer
According to FOTOS, let us expand to first order bothCi
andC f(E), where the zeroth-order functionsC i

0 andC f
0(E)

are multiconfigurational and contain the major correlati
effects:

C i'C i
01(

n
n.

^nuHuC i
0&

DEn
, ~2a!

C f~E!'C f
0~E!1(

m
m.

^muHuC f
0~E!&

DEm
. ~2b!

The configurations~channels! entering inC i
0 andC f

0(E)
constitute the state-specificN-electron Fermi seas. For ex
ample, in He,C i

0 consists of the 1s2, 2s2, 2p2 configurations
with radials obtained self-consistently, whileC f

0(E) consists
of the «s«8p and«p«8d open channels, at least at the low
energy part of the continuous spectrum. In general,
Fermi-sea configurations in the continuum may interfere a
mix with autoionizing states and with single photoionizati
channels.

Substitution of expressions~2a! and ~2b! into the transi-
tion amplitude then allows thea priori recognition to a good
degree of reliability of theform of the important vectorsun&
and um&, according to the following criteria.

~1! Nonorthonormality integrals, resulting from the stat
specific nature of each wave function. For example, tw
electron excitation and ionization can be semiquantitativ
described without resort to electron correlation since e
with just a Hartree-Fock wave function a rough estimate
the transition amplitude can be obtained@17,25–27#. Further-
more, consideration of the degree of nonorthonormality le
to recognition of the role played by pair correlations beyo
the zeroth-order description.~If relatively accurate dipole
matrix elements involving multiply excited states are r
quired, state-specific small expansions forC0 seem to be
sufficient @27#.!

~2! Bound-bound and bound-free dipole and Hamiltoni
matrix elements. For example, consider the 1s2 configura-
tion, which is the dominant configuration in the Fermi sea
the1S ground state. The first-order transition amplitude co
sists of matrix elements of the type
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2832 55NICOLAIDES, HARITOS, AND MERCOURIS
^1s2uDW um&
^muHu«s«8p&

DEm
. ~3!

The form ~3! implies that, to a very good approximatio
apart from the Fermi-sea configurations, theum& functions
have the form 1ssp , wheresp is a one-electron function o
p symmetry. For example, due to its relatively large oscil
tor strength, a non-negligible contribution to Eq.~3! comes
from the 1s2p configuration. Therefore, if high accuracy
desired, the structure of the theory must be such that it
lows the inclusion of higher-order terms representing lo
lying bound states. Of course, this would be relevant for H
For the negative ion, H2, such bound states do not exist.~See
Refs.@28, 29# for field-induced properties where the functio
spaces included such excitations for He but not for H2.!

Correspondingly, using for the sake of example one of
two major final-state configurations, the«s«8p, we obtain

^«s«8puDW un&
^nuHu1s2&

DEn
. ~4!

In this case, symmetry together with Brillouin’s theorem f
the unimportance of the single excitations 1ss8 show that
continuum configurations of1S symmetry, («s«8s), do not
contribute. However, in general, for other atomic states w
open shells and heavy zeroth-order configurational mixi
dipole transition matrix elements involving the continuo
spectrum due to higher-order effects should acquire imp
tance.

Finally, we stress that the state-specific electronic str
ture methods~e.g., @26,30,31#! allow the economical calcu
lation of reliable wave functions for a variety of ground
excited states in which the ionized atom may be found a
the double photoionization. These functions should form
input for calculation not only of the dipole matrix elemen
but also of the Coulomb interaction ones, when considera
is given to interchannel coupling~e.g., upon double photo
ionization of Ne1S, the final 1Po states correspond
to the coupling of the two free electrons to Ne21 core
terms such as 1s22s22p4 3P,1D,1S, 1s22s2p5 3,1Po,
1s22s22p33l 2S11L, etc.!.

B. The general framework: Construction and diagonalization
of state-specific non-Hermitian matrices

with complex eigenvalues

A fundamental question for the problem treated in t
paper is how to calculate systematically the important
s11(E) localized correlation effectsin arbitrary atomic
states, once these have been identified as playing a ce
role in the photoionization process. The analysis given in
Sec. II A, in conjunction with the related information co
tained in@25,26,31#, should guide the reader as regards
efficient calculation of the relevant bound wave functions
arbitrary structures. An important element of the sta
specific theory~@31#, and references therein! for the calcula-
tion of correlated wave functions is that the Fermi-sea or
als, which enter in the overall calculation as zero-ord
orbitals and contribute the most to the property of intere
are obtained numerically@30#.
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The other, and heretofore outstanding, aspect of the p
lem of developing theory and methods for theab initio cal-
culation ofs11(E), is how to incorporate toall orders the
multielectron interactions that include the two free electro
Given our earlier proposals and experience on the comp
tion to all orders of field-induced observable properties
the diagonalization of appropriately constructed sta
specific non-Hermitian matrices~e.g., @1,28,29,32,33#!, we
considered thats11(E) could also be computed by modify
ing and implementing such methods, where the aim is
obtain complex energies whose imaginary part is associ
with partial or with total widths.

The essential formal picture is the following: The initial
discrete state is dressed by an ac field with photon ene
(\v) corresponding to the double-ionization threshold~for
H2, I11514.36 eV, for He,I11579.00 eV!, plus a range of
total-energyE. The field-dressed state becomes energetic
degenerate with both the one-electron and the two-elec
continua, with which it interacts via the electric-dipole inte
action operator. Such a situation, i.e., that of a discrete le
interacting with adjacent free particle continua, represe
the physics of a variety of phenomena caused by nonstat
ary states whose energies, energy shifts, and energy w
~transition rates! can be obtained from the solution for th
complex energies of appropriately defined state-specific n
Hermitian Hamiltonian matrices~e.g.,@1,28,29,32#!. The ma-
trix elements of these matrices are evaluated over funct
of real and of complex coordinates with%*5re2 iu. In fact,
the%5reiu transformation can be effected beyond a cert
radiusR, which is defined either arithmetically or via th
choice of localized basis sets, a procedure proposed by N
laides and Beck@34# as a possible practical tool for the bett
understanding of resonance functions in multielectron s
tems and for the development of computational approac
@34#. The region defined by an effectiveR is spanned by
N-electron functions of real coordinates. The concept
framework of defining and calculating separately~at first!
function spaces whose sum constitutes a state-specific r
nance wave function whose outgoing wave is represente
a basis with complex coordinates, has been used for the
velopment of the many-electron, many-photon theo
~MEMPT! ~e.g., @28,32#!. The same spirit was followed in
the recently proposedR-matrix Floquet theory of multipho-
ton processes@35#.

Using this background and its numerous successful ap
cations, we assume that in the case of two~or more! electron
emissions, induced by one or more photons, there i
dressed state and a corresponding resonance wave fun
that can be made square integrable by performing the%*
transformation on the coordinates of each of the two out
ing electrons. Furthermore, it is assumed, as in the cas
bound-state problems of atomic and molecular physics,
this square integrable pair function can be expanded in te
of one-electron functions of the usual type, such as Slate
Laguerre orbitals. Of course, it should be expected that s
a representation of the scattering part of a two-electron re
nance function is not as easily achievable as that of a t
electron function corresponding to a ground state. Howe
these are only the initial theoretical steps and additional
perience is expected to be accumulated by further calc
tions.
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TABLE I. Single photoionization cross section of He~in Mb! as a function of photon energy~in eV!.
Column 2 contains the experimental values by Samsonet al. @41#. Columns 3 and 4 contain the results of th
work where the interaction Hamiltonian, in the dipole approximation, is from the length and velocity fo
respectively.

Photon energy~eV!
Cross section~Mb!

experiment~Ref. @41#!

Cross section~Mb!
this work,
length form

Cross section~Mb!
this work,

velocity form

24.587 7.40 7.27 7.20
25 7.21 7.00 6.90
26 6.79 6.71 6.56
27 6.40 6.32 6.17
28 6.05 5.97 5.82
29 5.70 5.65 5.51
30 5.38 5.34 5.20
31 5.10 5.06 4.92
32 4.82 4.79 4.66
33 4.57 4.54 4.40
34 4.32 4.31 4.17
35 4.09 4.09 3.96
36 3.88 3.88 3.75
37 3.68 3.69 3.56
38 3.50 3.51 3.39
39 3.32 3.34 3.23
40 3.16 3.18 3.07
45 2.48 2.52 2.42
50 2.02 2.03 1.94
55 1.67 1.66 1.58
59 1.56 1.42 1.35
65 1.20 1.14 1.08
70 0.975 0.967 0.908
80 0.693 0.705 0.658
90 0.516 0.528 0.534
100 0.393 0.405 0.379
120 0.244 0.252 0.232
150 0.131 0.137 0.125
200 0.055 0.060 0.055
250 0.027 0.031 0.028
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According to the above, the form of the trial wave fun
tion C, which is square integrable and is connected adiab
cally to the initial-state wave functionC0, is

C~rW,rW * !5(
i ,n

a i ,n~u!F i~rW !;n&1(
j ,n

bj ,n~u!Xj~rW,rW * !;n&.

~5!

TheFi represent bound or quasibound states and are f
tions of real coordinates, collectively represented byrW. Xj
represents open channels and have the form of Eq.~1! for
two free-electron continua~let us denote them byX j

11!, and
an analogous one, denoted byX j

1, for one free-electron con
tinua ~e.g., for He, single-electron continua are 1s«p, 2s«p,
2p«d, 2p«s, etc!. un& denotes photon states.%* stands for
the two complex coordinates of the functions represen
the open channels only.

The functionsFi andXj are optimized separately. We ca
the two spaces spanned by themQ andP, respectively. The
convergence of the overall calculation and the accuracy
ti-

c-

g

of

the results depend on the quality and on the number of c
figurations making upQ andP. The configurations inQ or
in P space representing bound or quasi-boundN-electron
states or bound ionic cores contain orbitals of real coo
nates. In general, and especially in open shell systems
low-lying excited states,Q and P should be multidimen-
sional. However, there are also cases where one state o
channel suffices. For example, for a negative ion such as2,
which does not have bound states, if we neglect the qu
bound doubly excited states,Q consists of only the corre
lated wave function of the ground state, 1s2. Similarly, if we
compute only the single photoionization cross secti
s1(E), for He-like ground states to the 1s«p 1Po channel
~see Sec. III!, then the configurations inP would have the
same structure, i.e., 1sgp~%* !, where the Gamow orbitalgp
of p symmetry is expanded in terms of complex basis fu
tions.

The coordinates in the total Hamiltonian operator~atom
plus coupling to the external field! are kept real. This fact
implies that the difficult electronic structure and electron c
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FIG. 1. Single photoionization cross sectio
of He ~in 10218 cm2! as a function of photon
energy~in eV!. The stars show the experiment
values from@41#. The solid circles and square
show our results from the length and veloci
forms, respectively. For photon energies betwe
60 and 65 eV we do not give results since in o
calculation the contribution to the single photo
ionization from then52 channel and the 2s2p
state is omitted.
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relation calculations for the bound states can be carried
in terms of Hermitian matrices. Furthermore, the open ch
nels can be identified directly.

Once the trialQ andP are chosen, corresponding stat
specific non-Hermitian matrices are constructed, contain
the free atom interactions in symmetry blocks~S states,P
states,D states, etc.! and the corresponding electric-dipo
interaction matrices. The explicit form and method of diag
nalizing these matrices in the general case~single or multi-
photon processes! are given in@28# and hence are not re
peated here. The result of diagonalization is a comp
eigenvalue for the dressed state of interest, from which ei
the total width or the partial widths can be deduced. For
present problem, this implies that one can obtain the rates
single ionization, for double ionization, and for doub
ionization to specific final-state channels (« l«8l 8). The
corresponding cross sectionss~v! are given by s~v!
5v@G(v,F)/\I #, whereG~v,F! is the width for frequencyv
and field strengthF, andI is the field intensity.

C. Categories of configuration-interaction and computational
steps for the calculation ofs11

„E… for 1s21hv˜2e2

Let us define the independent particle approximation
the exact 1Po two-electron scattering wave functio
C(r 1 ,r 2 ;E), as the symmetrized product of two Coulom
wave functions ofs andp symmetry at energies«11«25E.
The nuclear charge for each function is the same, since,
erwise, the use of effective charges, i.e., of screening, wo
imply the application of some model representing elect
correlation in the continuum. Let us denote this function
F0(sp;E). Similar products can be written for (pd), (d f ),
etc. Coulomb orbitals. Since the H2 and He1S ground state
has, overwhelmingly,ss1pp character, the final-stat
zeroth-order components that connect via the dipole oper
areF0(sp;E) andF0(pd;E), each of which defines a Ferm
sea channel.

When electron correlation is considered, the followi
types of configuration interaction occur:~i! energy-
dependent interchannel coupling between the Fermi
ut
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n
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channels and between them and additional channels suc
the F0(d f ;E); ~ii ! one- and two-electron intrachannel co
pling for eachF0 andE; ~iii ! interchannel coupling betwee
the F0(«1l ,«2l 8;E) and the one-electron channe
Fn(nl,« l 8), such as 1s«p, 2s«p, 2p«s, 2p«d, etc.; ~iv!
interaction between eachF0(«1l ,«2l ;E)and the bound or
doubly excited states~DES! below the two-electron ioniza
tion thresholdI11 ~when N.2, certain DES may in fact
occur inside the two-electron continuum of a differe
threshold!.

When the wave function~5! is employed in connection
with the overall diagonalization procedure, in principle all
the above mixings are accounted for, to an accuracy de
mined by the ability of the function space to provide in t
complex energy and coordinate planes a good represent
of the field-induced resonance wave function and by
power of the numerical techniques.

FIG. 2. Double photoionization cross section of He~in 10221

cm2! as a function of photon energy~in eV! near threshold. The
solid squares show the experimental values of Kosmann, Schm
and Andersen@20#. The open squares and circles show our resu
from the length and velocity forms, respectively.
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FIG. 3. Double photoionization cross sectio
of H2 ~in arbitrary units! as a function of photon
energy~in eV! near threshold. The solid line is
the fitting through the experimental data~solid
circles! of Donahue et al. @18#. The dashed-
dotted line represents theoretical results by M
Cann and Crothers@49# who used the velocity
form. The open circles and the stars show o
results from the length and velocity forms, re
spectively. The cross section is equated at pho
energy 14.355 eV with that of@18# for reasons of
comparison. The same was done for the theor
ical results of@49# but for photon energy 14.4 eV
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Of the above four categories,~iii ! presents a special con
ceptual challenge for the following two reasons:~1! When
the complex eigenvalue is determined, one must be cer
that its imaginary part represents exclusivelys11(E) and
not a certain sum ofs11(E)1s1(E) ~see below!. ~2! On
the other hand, the total wave function at any value ofE
aboveI11 is a mixture of one- and two-electron scatteri
channels. This implies that each of the cross secti
s11(E) ands1(E) contains information coming from thi
mixing.

In order to deal with case~2!, we followed our previous
proposal of computing partial widths with interchannel co
pling to all orders for decay processes such as multicha
autoionization and predissociation via diagonalization of
propriate non-Hermitian matrices withL2 function spaces
@36–38#. This approach requires that first, two independ
calculations for the single,s1(E), and the double,s11(E),
cross sections are carried out, and then the correspon
spacesP1 andP2 are allowed to mix through the total Hami
tonian in the construction of the full matrix, where the ba
sets forP1 andP2 are nonorthonormal between them sin
they are optimized separately. The partial widths are t
obtained from the imaginary part of the matrix eleme

^C0uDW uXi&ci /c0, whereC0 is the initial state,Xi is the wave
function for the i th channel, andc0 and ci are the coeffi-
cients, after diagonalization, ofC0 and ofXi , respectively.

A series of calculations using the 1s«p channel, which
above 80 eV carries more than 90% of the oscillator stren
@3,39#, exhibited numerical uncertainties coming from t
tendency of the continuum functions inP1 andP2 to over-
complete the physically significant space. Hence the fi
results with interchannel coupling were not as stable as
sired, especially for small imaginary parts. More work
this problem is needed, with very accurate diagonalizers
large complex matrices and with machines with quadru
precision. Therefore the calculations presented here w
done by incorporating the effects of pair correlation of t
two free electrons while excluding the contribution of t
mixing of P1 into P2. They were carried out as follows.
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As regards the P space, of the square-integrableX11

functions of expression~5!, our choice was an expansio
over one electronL2 complex functions,ũi :

X11~r1* ,r2* !5(
s

(
i j

M

ai j
~s!~u!@ ũi~r1* !ũ j~r2* !#~s!. ~6!

The indexs runs over the different two-electron ionizatio
channels~TEIC’s!, which, in this application, were chosen a
(sp), (pd), and (d f ). The final calculations were done us
ing Slater orbitals and two nonlinear parameters,a1 anda2,
one for each electron. Laguerre functions were also tes
but no significant changes were seen.

X11 contains terms reflecting the correlation of electron
structure-dependent pairs of electrons,with a mixture of am-
plitudes representing equal or unequal sharing of the ava
able total energy. Its optimization is achieved by repeated

FIG. 4. Double photoionization cross section of H2 ~in 10220

cm2! as a function of excess photon energy~in eV!. The solid
squares and circles show our results from the length and velo
forms, respectively.
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FIG. 5. Double photoionization cross sectio
of He ~in 10221 cm2! as a function of excess pho
ton energy~in eV! near threshold. The stars sho
the experimental values of Kossmann, Schmi
and Andersen@20#. The solid and dashed line
curves show theoretical results obtained with t
golden rule formula and an uncorrelated fina
state wave function@54# from the length and ve-
locity forms, respectively. The solid squares a
circles show our results from the length and v
locity forms, respectively.
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diagonalizing the non-Hermitian many-electron, one-pho
matrix as a function of the parametersu, a1, anda2, until a
stability region is found for the complex eigenvaluez0 for
which the solutionC overlaps maximally withC0.

The quality of the expansion~6! used to expressX11 in
Hilbert space depends on the type ofũi and on their number
M . As with every calculation, the latter is restricted by co
straints of numerical accuracy and of computatio
economy. On the other hand, an additional constraint m
be imposed on theũi , dictated by the requirement thatX11

should not contain components of the one-electron ioniza
channels,~OEIC!, since, otherwise, the ionization rate dete
mined from the imaginary part of the complex eigenva
would contain arbitrary contributions from these channe
This exclusion is accomplished by requiring the orthogon
ity

^ũi~r* !/nl& r1 or r2
50, ~7!
n

-
l
st

n
-

.
l-

wherenl are the hydrogenic orbitals of the most importa
OEIC’s. In the case of polyelectronic atoms, theunl& repre-
sent the appropriate Hartree-Fock orbitals of bound confi
rations corresponding to one-electron open channels. Sim
orthogonality constraints on trial functions have been e
ployed in the theory of autoionizing states@40#.

As regards the Q space, two levels@~i! and~ii !# of calcu-
lations ofs11(E) were carried out. In level~i! theQ space
contained only the ground state1S, represented by a numer
cal multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock~MCHF! wave function
@30# with configurations 1s2,2s2,3s2,4s2,2p2,3p2,4p2,3d2,
4d2,4f 2. For He this function~such MCHF solutions include
the contribution of single excitations! gives an energy of
E0522.902 909 a.u. and for H2 of E0520.527 490 a.u.,
sufficiently close to the exact energies22.903 724 a.u. and
20.527 751 a.u. correspondingly. This choice forQ is
equivalent to the use of a1S ground-state wave function
computed by any method which accounts well for radial a
angular electron correlation, in the golden rule approach
Refs.@2, 3, 6, 7, 9–11, 13#.
n

l

3
aft
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FIG. 6. Double photoionization cross sectio
of He ~in 10221 cm2! as a function of photon
energy~in eV!. Curves 1 and 2 show theoretica
results of LeRouzo and Dal Cappello@7# from the
length and velocity forms, respectively. Curve
shows theoretical results of Pont and Shakesh
@16# from the velocity form. Curve 4 shows th
experimental values from Bizau and Wuilleumie
@53#. Curves 5 and 6 show our results from th
length and velocity forms, respectively.
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In level ~ii ! calculations~done only for He!, theQ space
was augmented by incorporating low-lying bound excit
states and doubly excited autoionizing states. In particu
following the FOTOS analysis of Sec. II, in addition to th
C0 of level ~i!, the level~ii ! Q space contained Hartree-Foc
~HF! and MCHF wave functions for the states 1s2s 1S,
1s2p 1Po, 1s3s 1S, 1s3p 1Po, 1s3d 1D, (a12s2p
1a22p3d)

1Po, (b12s
21b22p

2) 1S, (c12p
21c22s3d)

1D,
2s3p 1Po, 2p3d 1Po, and 2p3s 1Po. This function space
covering states of1S, 1Po, and1D symmetries interacting via
the dipole operator, allows the contribution of virtual pr
cesses, such as those indicated by expressions~3! and ~4!.

The results of the calculations that were done accordin
the above are presented in Secs. IV–VI.

III. SINGLE PHOTOIONIZATION OF He

We already mentioned that, in principle, a complete c
culation of the two-electron wave function should inclu
the component of the single-electron channels. In the pre
case, such channels are the 1s«p, 2s«p, 2p«d, 2p«s, etc.,
of which the first draws more than 90% of the oscillat
strength. We calculated thes1(1s2→1s«p) cross section as
an independent problem, and compared with the experim
tal values of Samsonet al. @41#, which were assigned a
accuracy of 1–2 %~Ref. @41# cites a large number of previ
ous experimental and theoretical works!. The results are pre
sented in Table I and in Fig. 1. The agreement is very go
TheQ space consisted of the correlated1S ground state and
the HF 1s2p 1Po excited state. TheP space consisted of te

FIG. 7. Double photoionization cross section of H2 ~in 10220

cm2! as a function of excess photon energy. The solid curve sh
the theoretical results of Leonardi and Calandra@9# from the length
form. The open squares and triangles show our results from
length and velocity forms, respectively.
r,

to

l-

nt
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configurations 1ssp , wheresp are the Slater-type orbitals o
p symmetry and complex coordinate%* , with optimized ex-
ponent 1.10.

IV. APPLICATION TO DOUBLE PHOTOIONIZATION
NEAR THRESHOLD. E50.0–2.0 eV

The main motivation for the present work was the lon
standing problem of computing quantum mechanically
effects of the pair correlation of two free electrons with to
energyE at or just above threshold~say up toE52 eV!.

As regards experiment, it has indeed been possible
measure photoionization cross sections for the emission
two electrons, withE just above threshold@18–21,42–47#.
For example, Donahueet al. @18# measured this quantity in
H2 in arbitrary units. Bae, Coggiola, and Peterson@19# pub-
lished the first measurements of the absolute cross sec
close to threshold,s11~E→0!, using He2 in the metastable
1s2s2p 4Po state. Finally, Kossmann, Schmidt, and Ande
sen @20# measureds11~E→0! for He, and fitted it to the
Wannier expression for the energy dependence of t
electron ionization at threshold:

s11~E→0!5s0E
m, ~8!

wheres051.02310221 cm2 andm51.0560.02, forE up to
2 eV. They concluded that the experimentally determin
range of the validity of Eq.~8! is substantially smaller than
previous estimates from the Wannier theory. In additio
they challenged theory toward the firstab initio calculation
of s11~E→0!, given the fact that the related major proble
of pair correlation has resisted solution via quantu
mechanical computation for decades.

Ever since the 1950s this problem has been treated
solving approximate equations via classical or semiclass
mechanics~based on truncation of the expansion of the f
interaction!, following the pioneering work of Wannier@23#.
His basic assumptions and mathematical treatment have
spired a number of researchers over the years, whose re
together with the fundamental ones@23#, constitute the so-
called ‘‘Wannier theory’’@22,24#.

As developed and applied, the semiclassical theories c
not address the problem of computing directlys11~E→0!.
First of all, the calculation ofs11(E) requires the calcula-
tion of the dipole transition matrix element in the two sta
dard forms~length, velocity! and this implies the systemati
incorporation of electron correlation in both final and initi
states. Second, the final-state wave function should exp
the possibility that the total energy above thresholdE is al-
lowed to be distributed between the two electrons in
presence of a structured core.@There is noa priori reason
why the various channels arising from the coupling to
structured core should produce the same energy depend
for s11(E).# Instead, the semiclassical theories have
sumed the physically sound Wannier postulate of energy
uipartition atE50 for a structureless core and have produc
a general result just for the exponentm of Eq. ~8!, applicable
to double photoionization or electron-impact ionization ne
threshold, where, apart from the basic approximations,
dependence of the dynamics on the electronic structure o
states involved and on the effect of interchannel coupling
all orders is ignored. For the1Po final states of H2 and He,
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FIG. 8. Double photoionization cross sectio
of He ~in 10221 cm2! as a function of excess pho
ton energy ~in eV! near threshold. The open
circles and squares show our results from t
length and velocity forms where theQ space is at
level ~i!. This means that theQ space contains
only the He ground-state correlated wave fun
tion ~see text!. The solid circles and squares sho
our results from the length and velocity form
where theQ space is at level~ii !. TheQ space of
level ~ii ! consists of theQ space of level~i! plus
a number of singly and doubly excited states~see
Sec. II C in text!.
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the Wannier values form are @23,48# m~H!51.127 and
m~He!51.056, and have become the reference numbers
related work@24,49#. If there is no correlation between th
scattered electrons, the energy dependence is linear@50# ~see
below!.

A recentab initio calculation ofs11(E) of He by Pont
and Shakeshaft@16#, where basis sets together with a produ
of two screened Coulomb functions with effective charg
serve as input to a method utilizing a flux formula and info
mation from the asymptotic region, produced results
E52–80 eV. For the low-energy portion, very good agre
ment with experiment@20# was found. ForE below 2 eV,
convergence was not achieved. By some kind of extrap
tion to the accepted results11~0!50, they obtained
s050.97310221 cm2, in excellent agreement with the ex
perimental value@20#. However, for the high-energy portion
beyond the peak ins11(E) at about 20 eV, the theoretica
results deviate from the experimental ones. Note that o
the velocity form results were reported.

A. Results

A series of calculations were done, varying the numbe
M @Eq. ~6!# andn @Eq. ~7!#, and checking for convergenc
and numerical stability as both increase. Nonorthonorma
well as orthonormal basis functions were employed. Beyo
a point, Schmidt orthogonalization introduces numerical
accuracies, at least for calculations in double precision.
results given here were obtained withM56 andn55, per
symmetry, and a common nonlinear parametera. Close to
threshold, for He the (sp) TEIC dominates, with (pd) con-
tributing important corrections. For H2, both sp and pd
TEICs are important. The next combination, (d f ), has a
small contribution@51#.

We carried out calculations for 50 energy points betwe
0.02 and 1.0 eV for H2, and for 100 energy points betwee
0.02 and 2.0 eV for He. The results are plotted in Fig. 2
He and in Figs. 3 and 4 for H2. The results for He were
obtained by subtracting from the calculated cross sect
the contribution of the higher single-electron ionizati
or

t
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f
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channels. This contribution is essentially constant for en
gies between 0 and 2 eV above the two-electron ioniza
threshold. For both H2 and He, for very smallE the imagi-
nary part of the complex eigenvalue contains numerical
certainties due to the very small values of the rate as it te
to zero. This fact leads to convergence difficulties. For
ample, in the range~0.0–0.5 eV! the basis set convergence
about 20% whereas for larger energies it is 10% or bet
We expect that larger calculations on bigger machines w
quadruple precision will reduce this error significantly.

The experimental values of@20# for He refer to absolute
cross sections whereas those of@18# for H2 do not. Thus, the
comparison on Fig. 3 is constructed by equating our resu
14.355 eV~threshold! with that of @18# and then scaling the
rest of our data. The same was done for the formula give
@49# ~obtained using the velocity form!, s(E)53.14
310220E1.127 cm2, wherem51.127 is the classical result o
Wannier theory. The reference point was at 14.4 eV. Fig
4 presents the absolutes11(E) for H2. To our knowledge,
no other work onab initio theory or experiment exists fo
this problem.

Finally, given the great interest in the formulation an
interpretation of the two-electron threshold ionization pr
cess in terms of models and analytic expressions@18–
24,49,50,52#, we have fitted our results to the Wannier e
pression@Eq. ~8!# as well as to the more flexible one@24,52#,
cEm1dEm11, for the energy ranges~in eV! @0.0, 0.5#, @0.0,
1.0#, and@0.0, 2.0#. For the larger energy ranges, the seco
formula produces a better fit. The results of the fitting form
show about a 10% variation, depending on the size of
calculation and on the energy range. For example, in He,
E5~0.0–0.5 eV! the present results givem51.032 while for
E5~0.0–2.0 eV! they give m51.060, in agreement with
@20#. Similarly, for H2 in the range 0.0–0.5 eV the fit give
m51.20 and in the range 0.0–1.0 eV it givesm51.37.

B. Comparison with results obtained using an uncorrelated
final-state wave function

As already discussed, except for the coupling between
one- and the two- electron channels, the present calculat
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FIG. 9. The same as in Fig. 8 but for exce
photon energy far from threshold.
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account for pair correlation in the continuous spectrum,
the degree that the function space defined by the Slater c
plex coordinate orbitals allows.

We considered it useful to compare these results with
ones obtained from a golden rule calculation@54# where the
initial-state wave function is the same numerical MCH
function but the final state is uncorrelated, i.e., it is a sy
metrized product of Coulomb functions withZ52 ~for He!.

The results of the two types of calculation for He a
compared in Fig. 5, which also contains the experimen
values@20#. Of course, the uncorrelated calculation gives
wrong result of a linear dependence onE. On the other hand
it is interesting to observe its proximity to the experimen
values. It follows that the bulk of the contribution t
s11~E→0! comes from initial-state Hartree-Fock plus co
relation. The contribution of final-state correlation for th
system is small as regards the basic features ofs11(E) and
important only as regards the details~e.g., E dependence
close to threshold!. Whether this is true for atoms with mor
complex electronic structures remains to be determined.

V. RESULTS FOR ENERGIES 2–250 eV

The same type of calculations were carried out for He
the range 2–250 eV and for H2 in the range 2–100 eV abov
threshold. Now, the values ofs11(E) are considerably
larger and numerical instabilities related to basis set ortho
nalities and over-completeness as well as to diagonaliza
are eliminated. Therefore, these results have converged
within the function space that is employed.

For He, comparison can be made with the theoretical
sults of LeRouzo and DalCapello@7# and of Pont and Shake
shaft @16# and with the experimental ones of Bizau a
Wuilleumier @53# ~Fig. 6!. For H2, there are no experimenta
measurements in this energy range. Figure 7 shows ou
sults together with the theoretical ones of Leonardi and
landra@9#, for which the final state is a product of Coulom
functions.

VI. THE CHOICE OF Q AND THE s11
„E… OF He

In Secs. II A and II C we discussed the choice of ze
order and correlating configurations for the initial1S state as
o
m-

e

-

l
e

l

n

o-
on
ll,

-

re-
-

well as the possible importance of including, through the u
of a multidimensional function spaceQ, higher-order effects.
In Figs. 8 and 9 we compare the results for thes11(E) of
He from the two choices ofQ, level ~i! and level~ii !, for the
energy ranges 0–2 eV and 0–90 eV. There is a small
provement from level~i! to level ~ii !, which is not sufficient
to bring agreement between the results obtained with
length and the velocity forms. The situation may be differe
in other atoms with low-lying excited states and larger m
ing coefficients and oscillator strengths.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have shown how theab initio calculation of the two-
electron photoionization cross section,s11(E), near and far
from threshold, can account for electronic structure and
various electron correlation effects in initial and final stat
The theory is based on the state-specific expansion of
field-induced resonance state given by Eq.~5!. Its implemen-
tation involves configuration-interaction techniques and t
permits the systematic analysis and understanding of the
gree of significance of the various interactions due
angular-momentum couplings, to nonorthonormality, to
calized correlations, and to intrachannel and interchan
couplings ~Secs. II A and II C!. The ionization rate is ob-
tained from the imaginary part of the complex eigenvalue
the state-specific non-Hermitian matrix, which is construc
according to the arguments given here and is solved,
single or multiphoton absorption, according to the MEMP
@28#. Using H2 and He as testing grounds, this developme
allowed theab initio calculation ofs11~E→0! that incorpo-
rates electron correlation in both initial and final states. T
same method produceds11(E) far from threshold as well as
s1(E) to the 1s«p channel.

The overall performance of the numerical implementat
of the theory was quite satisfactory. We expect that lar
calculations on better machines will allow experimentati
with theL2 functions of theP space, which account for th
contribution of the multichannel outgoing part of the fiel
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induced resonance state to the generation of the com
eigenvalue of the state-specific non-Hermitian matrix. W
also expect that future work will shed further light on que
tions of numerical accuracy in the calculation of the mixi
between one- and two-electron degenerate channels w
over-completeness of the basis sets, separately optim
produced certain instabilities. This mixing was not includ
in the present calculations,~i.e., the mixing of«1l«2l 8 with
si-
n

C
.

. A

et

o

d
ics
ex
e
-

ere
d,

nl«3l 8!, and probably this is the main reason for the discre
ancy between the length and the velocity results.
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